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The Si/(h Religio
The aim of life. according the Sikh Gurus, is not

to get salvation or a heavenly abode called paradise.

but to develop the best in man Wh4Ch is Go .

··ff a man loves to se9 God. what Gare e for ~.

vat40n Of' paradise:·

(Guru anakYs Asa.)

"Everybetdy hankel's after Salvation, paradise or
Elysium setting their hopes on them every day of their

livs But those who tove to Sge God do not ask for sat

vation. The sight itseU satisfies their m4nds com

pletely"

(Guru Ram Oas in Katyan)

How to see Getc1 and tet love him 1 The question is
taken up by Guru Nanak in his Japji.

"What shall e offer to him that we may behold His
council chamber .,

What shan we utter with our lips which may mO"
Him to ~Iive us His love .,

In the ambrosial hours of morn meditate 0 the Grace

of the True Name ;

For your good actions may procure for you a better

birth, but emancipation is from Grace alone:'
"We should worship the Name believe in the Name.

which is ever and ever the same and true."

(Sri Rag of Guru Nanak)

The I)ractice of the name is emphasised again and

again in the Sikh Scriptures. and requires a littl

explanation.
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am beVl ildered at the different accounts I have of

Him.

0, I happy wives my companions. say something

of him.

Some say that He is altogether outside the world.
Others that He is aitogether contained in it.

His colour is not seen; His features cannot be

made out;

o happy wives, ell me truly-*

"He lives in everything ; He dwells in every heart.

Yet He is not blended with anything;

He is separate."

"Why does thou go to the forest in search of God?

He lives in all. is yet ever distinct ; He abides

with t ee too.

As fragrance dwells in a flower or reflection in a

mirror.

So does God dwell inside everything, seek Him there

fore in thy heart."**

People who came with preconceived nations to

study Sikhism often blunder in offering its Interpreta

tion.Those who are conversant with the eastern thought

fix upon those passages which refer to the thought of

immanence and conclude that Sikhism is nothing but

an echo of Hinduism, while those Who are imbued

with the Mohammedan or Christian thought take

hold of transcendental passage and identify Sikhism
with Islam or Christianity, Others who know both

will see here no system. nothing particuler nothing

but confusion.

*Jaitsri of Guru Arjan.

Dhanasri of Guru Tegh Bahadur.
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f, however, we were to studV SikhIsm d a new
organic growth, evolved from the existing systems of

thought to meet the need of newly evolving hU'llanity,

we would find no dffficufty in recognising Sikhism as 8'

fHsUnct svstem of thought,

Take, for instance Guru anak's AsC}--D;--Var"

which 'n hs preliminary stanzas lays down the fun

damentars of Sif<h benet about God. It is a trenchant

clear-cut monotheism. God is called 'the in dweUer of

Nature', and is described as fiffing all tl1ings by an art

that is artress' (xii, ! -2). He is not an .mpo-tent
mechanic fash'oning pre-existing matter in to the
universe. He does not exclude matte ... , but includes and

transcends it. The unrverse too is not an iUusion. Being

roofed In God who is reaf, it is a reality; not a rf'arity

finar and abidi'ng but a reatity on account of God's

presence in it (ii, il. His wilf is above Nature as welt

as work'ng within ft and in spite of Its immanence it

acts not a!S an arbitrary force but as a persona'

presence working 'mor.t intemgent y' (iii-3). The first

thing about God is that He is indivisib y one. abovo

every other being, however highly conceived, such a
Vishnu, Brahma or Shiva (iJ, or Rama and Krishna (iv.2)

The second thing is that He is the highest moral being

(ii, 2). who Was inscribed all men with His Name or
moral presence (if) He's not a God befongi'1g to any

particular peopfe, Muslim or Hindu but is the dispenser

of fifs universai (vi). The ways to realize Him are not

many, but only One (xii. 3) and that way ;s not know

ledge, fOrmalism (xiv. 2, xv 1-4) or what are received

as meritorious action which establish a claim to reward

(viii 2), but love (xiii. 2) and faith (xiv. 2) the aim be

ing to obtain the grace of God (iv.2, v, 2. viii 2. vii; 1),
The only way of worshipping Him is to sing His praises

(vi, 1, vii.. ix. xii. 2, xix. 2, xxii 3) and to meditate on
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His Name' (ii., viii., 1., ix 2., xviii),

UPUF1" OF MAN BASED ON CHARACTER

This life of praise is not to be of idle mysticism

but of active service done in the midst of wordl y rela

tions."There can be no worship without good."** action

These actions,however are not to be formal deeds of so
called merit. but should be impiled by an intense desire

to. please God and to serve fellow-men.

Without pleasing God all actions are worthless.

Repetition of mantras. austerities, set ways of living:

Or deeds of merit leave us destitute even before

our journey ends.

You won't get even half a copper for your fasts and
special programmes of life,

These things. 0 brother, won't do there: for the

requirements of that way are quite different.

You won't get a place there for all your bath ing and

wandering in different places.

These means are useless : they cannot satisfy the

conditions of that world.

*Name is term like logos in Greek bearing various

meanings. Sometime it is used for God Himself as in
Sukhmani xld 5 : "The name sustains the animal life. the

Name supports the parts and the whole of the uni
verse." It is described as being immortal, immoculated

inf;fweller of all creation. and is to be sung. uttered
thought upon served and worshipped. In most cases it

means the revelation of God as found in the sacred

word.

*Japji.
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Are you a reciter of all four Vedas? There ie no room

for you there.
With all your correct reading if you don't understand

one thing that matters, you only bother yourself.
I say, Nanak, if you exert yonrself in action, you will

be saved.

Serve your God and remember Him. leaving all your

pride of self" *
The Gurus laid the foundation of man's uplift not on

such short cuts as mantras, miracles or mysteries but on

man's own humanity, his own character as It is charac

ter alone-the eharacter already fOlmed-which helps

us in moral crises. Life is like a cavelry march. The

officer of a cavalry on march has to decide very quickly
when to turn his men to the right of left. He cannot

wait until his men are actually on the brink of a nulla or

khud. He must decide long before that. In the same way,
when bace to face with an evil. we have to decide

quickly. Temptations allow us no time to think. They

always come suddenly. When offered a bribe or an

insult, we have to decide at once what course of action.

we are going to take, We cannot then consult a reli

gious book or a master guide. We must decide on the

impulse. And this can be done only if virtue has so

entered into our disposition that we are habitually

drawn towards it, and evil has got no attraction for us.

Without securing virtue sufficiently in character, even

some of the so called great men have been known to

fall an easy prey to temptation. It was for this reason

that for the formation of character the Gurus did not
think it sufficient to lay down rules of conduct in a

book; they also thought it necessary to take in hand

a whole people for a continuous course of schooling

in wisdom and experience, spread over many gene-

*Gauri Mahala of Guru Arjan.
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rations, before they could be sure that the people thus
trained had acquired a character of their own This is
the reason why in Sikhism there have been ten founders

Instead of only one.

Before the Sikh Gurus, the leaders of thought had

fixed certain grades of salvation, according to the

different capacities of men, whom they divided into

high and low castes. The development of character

resulting frol11 this was one sided Certain people, be

longing to the favoured classes. got developed in them
a few good q~alities to a very high degree, w.lile others

left to themselves got degenerate it was as if a

gardener, neglecting ,0 look after all the different

kinds of plants entrusted to him were to bestow all

his care on a few choosen ones, which were in bloom

so that he. might be able to supply a few floNers every

day for his master's table, The Gurus did not want to

have such a lop si :lad growth. They wanted to give

opportunities of hig est development to all the classes
of people.

"There are lowest man among the low castes.

Nanak. I shall go with them. What have I got to do

with the great?
God's eve of mercy falls on those who take care of

the lOWly."

"It is mere nonesense to observe casts and to feel

proud over grand names."*

Some work had already been done in line. The

Bhagats or reformers in the Middle Ages had tried to

abolish the distinct on between the high class Hindus

and the socalled untouchables, by taking into their fold
such men as barbers, weavers, shoemakers etc. But the

snake of un ouchability still remained unscotched, be-

Sri Ra1 of G ru Nanak. See also Guru Arjun's

Jailsri Ki Var, vii and Guru Amar Das's BhOJiro.
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cause the privilege of equality was not extended to

men as men. but to those individuals only whe had
washed off their untouchability with the love of God.
Kabir. a weaver and Ravidas, a shoemaker, were

honoured by kings and high-caste men, but the same

privilege Was not extended to other weaver and

shoemakers who were still held as untouchables.

Ravidas took pride in the fact that the love of God

had so lifted him out of his caste that even the superior

sort of Brahmans came to bow before him," while the

other members of his caste, who were working as

shoemakers in the suburbs of Benares. were not so
honoured.*

The Sikh Gurus mads this improvement on the
previous Idea that they declared the whole humanity

to . be one, and that a man was to be honoured. not
because he belonged to this or that ca ste or creed but

because he was a man, an emanation from God whom

God had given the same senses and the same so1.l1 as

to other men : --
"Recognize all hu.nan nature as one"

"AII men are the same, although they appear different

under different influences.

The bright and the dark, the ugly and the beautiful

the Hindus and the Muslims, have developed them

selves according to the fashions of different
countries.

All have the same eyes, the same ears, the same body

and the same build - a compound of the same four
elements. "**

Such a teaching could not tolerate any ideas of

caste or untouchability, Man rose in the estimation of

man. Even those who had been considering themselves
as the dregs of society, and whose whole generations
had lived, as grovelling slaves of the so-called higher

*Ravidas in Rag Malar.

*'!-Akal Ustat of Goru Gobind Singh.
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tirad with a new hope and courage to lift themselves as

equals of the best of humanity.

Women too received their due. "HoN can they be

called Inferior." says Guru Nanak. "Wile, they give

birth to kioflSi and pro~l13ts 1" * W.>men as well as men

S'lare in the grace of God and are equally responsible

for their actions to him.** Guru Hargobind called woman
tIle conscience of m In'' Sati was condemned by the

Sikh Gurus long before any notic~ was taken of it by

Akber.{)

The spirit of man was raised wi h a belief that

he was no a helpless creature in the hands of

a Being of an arbitrary will. but was a responsible

being endowed wit a will of his own, with could do
much to mould his destiny. M In doe" not start his life
with a blank character. He has alreadv existed before

he is born. I-Ia inherits his own past as well as that of

his family and race. All this goes to the making of his

being and has a share in the moulding of his nature.

But this is not all. He is given a will with which he can

modify the inherited and acquired tendancias of his

past and determine his coming conduct. If this were

not so. he would not be responsible for his actions. This

will again.is not left helpless or isolated; but if through

the Guru's Word it be attuned to the Supreme Will, it

acquire a force with which he can trans::Elr!d all his past

and acquire a new character,

This question of hum 1n will as related to the Divine

Will is an intricatg one and requirtts a litte elucidation.
According to Sikhism. the ultim.Jte source of all that

is in us is God alone. Without Him there is no strength

in us Nobody. not even the evil man. Celn SdY that he can

do anything independent of God Everything moves

within the Proxidential domain.

*Asa-di-var. xix.

""'See Guru A'TIar Das·s. Var Sulli. vi
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Thou art a river in which all beings move;

There is none but Thee around them.

All living things are playing within Thee.

The fish may run against the current of the river or
along with it, just as it likes, but it cannot escape the

river itself. Similarly man may run counter to what is

received as good or moral, but he can never escaps from

the pale of God's will. [J
Then who is responsible for his actions 7 Man him

self We learn from the first Shlok of Asa di-Var's 7th

Pauri that man is given a free will,which leads him to do

good or evil actions, to think good or evil thoughts, and

to go in consequence to Heaven or Hell.

"Governed by his free will he laughs or weeps;
Of his free will he begrimes or washes himself;

Of his free will he degrades himself from the order

of human beings;

Of his free will he befools himself or becomes

wise:' in the next Shlok we read:

"Self-assertion gives man his individuality and leads
him to action:

It also ties him down to the world and sends him on

a round of births and deaths.

Wherefrom comes this assertion of self 7 How shall

it leave us 7

It comes to man from the will of God determines

his conduct according to his antecedents.

It is a great disease; but its remedy also lies within

itself.

When God sends grace to man, he beings to obey the

call of the Guru.

Nanak says; Hear ye all, this is the way to cure the

disease"

*Guru Ram Das in Asa.
[]Japji, ii,
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The source of evil is not saten or Ahrman.

or other external agency it is our own sense of Ego

placed by God in us, it may prove a boon or a curse to

us, accordingly as we subject ourselves to God's, Will or
not. It is the overweeni ng sense of self that grows as

8 barrier between God and man and keeps him wan
dering from sin to sin--

"The bride and the bridegroom live together with a

partition of Ego between them,' *

The Infinite is within us engraved in our being like a

cypher which is gradually unfolding its meaning as we

listen to the voice of the Teacher. It is like the light of

the sun ever present, but shut out of our sight by the

cloud of ig orance and selfi shness. We sin as long as

this light remains unmanifested and we believe in our

self as everything to us.

Regeneration comes when, at the call of Grace we

begin to subject our tiny self to the highest- Self, that is
God. and our own will is gradually attuned to His Supre

me will, until we feel and move just as He wishes us

to feel and move.

Really the problem of good and evil is the problem

of Union and Disunison** with God. All thing are strung
on God's will and man among them. As long as man is

conscious of this, he lives and moves in union with him.

But gradually led away by the overweening sense of

self he cuts himself from that unity and begins to

wander in moral iSGlation. It is, however, so designed in

the case of man that whenever he wishes he can come

back to the bosom of his Father and God and resume his
position there Guru Nanak says in Maru :

*Guru Ram Das in Malar.
**Japji xxix.
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"By the force of Union we meet God and enjoy

Him even with this body:

And by the force of Disunion we break away

from him:

But Nanak, it is possible to be united again."

When we come into this world, we begin our life

with a certain capital. We inherit our body from our

parents, and there are divine things in us as the spirit

and the progressive tendencies, which serve as forces

of union and keep us united with God. But there are

also evil tendencies in us inherited from our past lives
which serve as forces of Disunion and draw us a'Nay

from Him towards moral death. Of Guru Nanak in
Maru :

Man earns his body from the union of his mother

and father;

And the Creator inscribes his being with the gifts

of the spirit and the progressive tendencies.

But led away by Dalusion he forgets himself if "

This teaching about the freedom of will and the

progressive tendencies raises the spirit of man and gives
him a new hope of courage. But that is not enough to

enable him to resist evil and to persist in positive

virtue. The temptation of evil is so strong and the

human powers for resisting it in spite of the inherent

progressive tendencies - are so week that it is practi.
cally impossible for him to fulfil that standard of virtue

which is expected to him. It was this consciousness of

human weakness which made Farid say;

"The Bride is so weak in herself, the Master s:>
stern in His commands."

That is, man is endowed with such weak faculties

hat he stumbles at each step, and yet it is expected of
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him that :-

"He slhould always speak the truth, and never

tell lies:'*

"He should beware even of an unconscious sin." ()

"He should not step on the bed of another's wife

even in dream.' []

These commands cannot be fulfilled simply with

the strength of kn:>wledga and inherited tendencies.

They will not go far even in resisting evil. The higher

ideal of leading a life of positive virtue and sacrifice is

absolutely impossible with such a weak equipment.

when what is to be done 7

The prophets of the world have given many solu

tions of his problem. Some get round the difficulty by

~upp:>sing that there is no evil. It is only a whim or

false scare produced by our ignorance. The believe in

the efficacy of knowledge. Others believe in the

efficacy of Austerities; still others in Alms given in

profusion to overwhelm the enormity of sin. There are,

again. a higher sort of teachers who inclucate the love
of some great man as a saviour. What Was the s01ution

offered by the Sikh Gurus 7

They saw that although it was difticult for a man

to resist evil and to do good with his own powers, yet

if he were primed with another personality possessing

dynamic powers he could acquire a transcendental
capacity for the purpose. This personality was to be

the Guru·s.

*Farid. () Guru Teg Bahadur.

[]Guru Gobind Singh.
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THE GURU IN SIKHISM
The way of religion, as shown by Sikhism is not a

set of views or doctrines, but a way of life lived accor

ding to a definite Model it is based, not on rules or laws,

but upon discipleship. In the career of the disciple the

personality of the Guru is all along operative, comman
ding his whole being and shaping his life to its diviner

issues Without such a personality there would be no

cohasion, of direction in the moral forces of society,

and in spite of a thousand kinds of knowledge "there

would still be utter darkness,"'" There would be no force
to connect men with men and them with God Every-

body would exsist for himself in moral Isolation 'like

spurious sesames left desolate in the field' with a
hundred masters to own them'"* It is the Guru who

removes the barriers of caste and position set up by

men among themselves and gathering them all unto

himself units with them God. In this way foundations

are laid of a society of the purified who as an organi.
sed force strive for the good of the whole mankind.

Such a creative personality must be perfect be

cause 'men take after whom they serve'. {l If the ideal

person is imperfect, the society and its individuals

following him will also get imperfect development But

those who serve the saved ones will be saved.[]
The Sikh Gurus were perfect and are described as

such in the Sikh Scriptures, Guru Nanak himself says in
Sri Rag;
--------

*Asa-di-Var, i.

n"Nanak the true Guru must be such as to unite

all men"-Sri rag i.
{)Guru Amar Dass in Var Bihagra,

[]Majh III.
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"Everybody else is subject to error". Only the Guru and

God are without error." And Guru Arjun says in Bhairon:

Whoever is seen is defective; without any defect is my

true Guru, the Yogi," The state of perfection attained

by the Gurus is lucidly described in the eighth and the

eighteenth octaves of Guru Arjun's SUkhmani the same

Guru says in Asa :

God does not die, nor do I fear death,
He does not perish, not do I grieve.

He is not poor, nor do I have hunger.

He has no pain, nor have I any trouble.

TherEl is no destroyer but God.

Who is my life and who gives me life.

He has no bond. nor have I got any.

He hClls no enta glement, nor have! any care.

As he is stainless, so, am I free from stain,
As He is happy, so am I always rejoicing.

He has no anxiety, nor have I any concern.

As He is not defiled, so am I not polluted.

As Ho has no craving, so do I covet nothing.

He is Pure and too suit Him in this.

I am nothing; He alone is everything.

All around is the same He.

Nanak. the Guru has destroyed all my superstition

And defects.

And I have become uniformly one with Him.

The Guru is sinless. In order, however to be really

effective in saving man, he must not be above man's

capacity to imitate, as he would be if he were a super
natural bei g His humanity must be real and not
feigned. He should have nature subject to the same

laws as operate in the ordinary human nature and should

have attained his perfection through the same Grace as

is available to all men and through perfect obedience to

God's Will The Sikh Gurus had fought with sin and had
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ovarcome it. Some of them had lived for a long time in

error, until Grace touched them and they were perfec

ted through a constant discipline of kno Nledga, love

and experience in the Association of their Guru i. Wilen
they had been completely attuned to the Will diVIne and

were sanctified as Gurus, there remained no defect in

them they became perfect and holy. There after si s did

come tempt th 3m, but they never gave way and WJre

always able to over-come them. It is only thus that

they became perfect ex m~lars of men and transform ad

those who came under their influence to veritable

angelic beings.

THE GURU IN THE SIKH

This transformation comas not on'y throug:, cl03e

association with the Guru, which is fou d in m l:ly

other religions, but through the belief that the Sikh

incorporates the Guru He fills himself with the Guru,
and then feels himself linkdd up with an in13xhaustible

source of power. A Sik , a purat}~3rted Sikh. W:l0

follows the teaching of his Guru, is a great powar in

himself; but when such a Sikh gets into himself the

dynamic personality of such a perfect exempler as Gu~u

Gobind Singh his powers acpuire an infinite reach and

he becomes a superman. He is called "Khalsa" the p_r.
sonification of the Guru himsel f. "The Khalsa" says the

Guru, "is my other self; In him I liva a'ld have m I being"

"A single Sikh, a mere believer. is only one; but the

equation changes when he takes Guru Gobind Singh in

to his embrace. He becomes elual to 'one lakh and a

quarter' in the Sikh pailance. This change occurs not

only in Illis physical fitness, but also in his mental and

spiritual outbok. His nature is so reinforced in every

way that although hundreds may fall round him, he will

resist to the last and never give way Wherever he stands
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he will stand as a garrison of the Lord of HostsY 8 OS

in himself a host of one lakh and a quarter, He wilf

eep the Guru's flag always flying. Whenever tempted,

he wilf ask himself, Can • lower the flag of Guru
Gobind Singh 7 Can I desert it 7' I, as 6udh Singh or

Kahan Singh, can faU, but can Guru Gobind Singh who

is in me fall 7 No ne er. "This feeling of i corporation
with the Guru makes the Sokh strong beyond his
ordinary powers and in times of emergency comes to

his rescue long before he can remember anything

relevant to the occassion recorded in history or scri ..

pture. Bhai oga Singh's case is just in point. He was

a devoted Sikh of Guru Gobind Singh. and had received

baptism from the hands of the Guru himself. He was
so foyal that When he received an urgent call fro n the
Guru to prOI::eed to Anandpur, he hastened from Pesha·
war without a moment's dalay, not waiting even to see
his own marriage through. And yet ill a moment of
weakness, this aragon of Sikh purity as going to
fait at the door of a public woman of Hoshiarpur.

Who saved him in that emergency 7 It was the vision

of Guru Gobind Singh, re-establishing the personal

contact by pointing out the signs of personation worn

011 his body, and reminding him that hs was carven in

the G ru's own imag .

THE GURU IN THE PA TH
SO far we have considered what the Guru doe

for the Sikhs as fndividuals, We ha e es" how he

intensifies . heir character and Increases their power

thousand fold by filling their personatiti s with his own.
In order to incre se this power 'mmensely more, the

Guru made another arrangement. He organized them in
to Sangats or Holy Assemblies, and put personality again
into them. This led to a very remarkable development
in the Institution of Guruship and no des ription of
Guruship will be complete without en a 0 n Qf this

development.
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The Sikh ideas of religion, as we have seen, wa

something more practical than merely mystic, it was to

consist of the practice of Nam and Sewa. To Practise

Nam means to practise the presence of God by keeping
Him ever in our minds by singing His praises of dwell
ing on his excellences. This is to be done not only when

alone or Insolitude, but also in public, wilere worship of
the Name is made more impressive by being organized
in the form of congregational recitations of inging.

The other element is Sewa or Service, The idea of ser

vice is that it should be no only liberal.but also efficient

and economical; that is, it should do the greatest good

with the least possible means. It should not be wasteful

We do not set up a siedge-hammer to crack a nut, or

send a whole army to collect revenue. We have to be

economical in our efforts. however charitable they may

be. For this purpose we have to organize our means. In

every work of practical nature, in which more than one

person is engaged, it is necessary to resort to organi

zation. As religion too--especially a religion like Sikhism

whose aim is to serve mankind--belongs to the same

category, it requires organization of its totJowers as an

essential condition of its success. It may not be necess

ary in the case of an individualistic religion, wherein

the higest aim is to vacate the mind of all its desires, or
to dream away the whole life in jungles or mountains;

but where religion consists in realizing God mainly

through service done within the world, where men have

constantly to deal with men to promote each other's

good, it is impossible to do without organization.

Guru Nanak had therefore begun with two things in

his religious work: the holy word and the organised

Fellowship.* This organized fellowship is called Sangac.

The idea of Sangat or holy Fellowship led to the establi

shment of local assemblies, led by authorised leaders

*Bhai Gurdas, Var 1, 42-43
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Masands. Every Siks was supposed to be a member of

one or other of such organization. The Guru was the
central unifying personality and in spite of changes in

succession, was held to be one and same as his prede

cessors.· The 10 e existing between the Guru and the

Sikhs was more intense than has ever existed between
the most romantic lovers of the world. But homage

paid to the Guru was mads impsrsonal by creating a

mystic unity between the Sikh and the Guru on

the one hcmd and the Guru and the Word on the

*in the Coronation ode of Satta and the Balwand thf"

following verses accure :_

"Guru Nanak proclaimed the occassion of Lehna as a

reward for service. He had the same light, the same

method; the Master merely changed his body,"

"The wise being Guru Nanak decended in the form of

Amar Das" "Thou. Ram Das Art Nanak thou art

Lehna; thou art Amar Das." "The human race comes
and goes; but thou. 0 Arjun. art ever new and
whole."

"Mohsin Fani. who wrote in the time as Sixth Guru

says about the Sikh in the Dabistan ; "Their belief is

that all the Gurus are indentical with anak."

Guru Gobind Singh in his Vichitra Natak, says about the

Gurus; "All take them as different from one another;

very few recognise them as one in spirit. But only

those realize perfection who do recognize them as
one."

See also the Sadd of Sundar the

end of Guru Granth Sahib and
Var i, 45-48, iii, 12xx 1, xxiv,
and 34.

Swayyas at the

Bhai Gurdas's
5-25, xxvi. 31

The Guru always signed themselves as Nanak.
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o her.*Greatest respe t began to be paid to the incorpo#
rated. Word even the Guru choosing for himself a seat

rower than that of the Scripture. The only form of

worship was the med'tation on and the singing of the

Word.** The Sikh essemblies als() acquired great san
ctity, owing to the belief that the spirit ()f the Guru

Jived and moved among them. They began to assume

higher and higher authority Until collectively tl e whole
body, called the Panth came to be regarded as an em

bodiment of the Guru. Guru GObind Singh himself

received; baptism from the S'khs initiated by himself.

After him the Sikh ceased to have any personal Guru.
f we read the Sikh history aright the Sikn community

would appear as an organized unit to have undergone a

course of discipline in the hands _and ten Gurus, until
its character was fully developed and the Guru merged
his personarity in the body of the nation thus reared.

The Guru. as mentioned above, worked with two things;
the personal Association and tne Word. Now after the
death of Guru Gobind Singh the personality and the

Word were separated. The Panth was i'wested with the

*"The Guru lives within his Sikhs and is pleased

with whatever they tike. "-Gauri I<i Var, IV. "The Guru

is Sikh and the Sikh who practises the Guru'S word is at
one with the Guru"- Assa Chhant, IV. See also Bha'
Gurdas Vars iii, U and Ix 16. "The Guru is the Word and

the Word is Guru," Karlra. iV.

:!l'!-Asa d; Var, vi, i, "In this world tne best practices

of the Word" -Parbhati l. "My yoga is practised by
singing Thy hymns." Asa V. Sujan Rai of Batala writing

about Sikhs in 1696 says in his Khulasatul-Twarikh:

"The only way of worship with them is that they read
the hymns composed by their Gurus and Singh them

sweetly in accompaniment with musical instru ment,"

In the Golden Temple, Amr itsa r. upto this time nothing,

but continues singing of hymns day and night by

relays singers is allowed.
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personal ity of the Guru; and the incorporated Word be

came the Gyan Guru. That is, in simple words, the

Khalsa Panth was to be the Guru in future, not in super

session of the previous Gurus, but as authorised to

work in their name; and it was invariably to guide it

self by the teachings of the Gurus as found in the
Holy Granth. So that the Sikhs came to name Guru

Nanak and the Guru Panth in the same breath.

Amrit or beptism was made the basis of this

organization. There was no room left for wavering on

the border. line, All who wanted to serve humanity

through Sikhism must JOin. It seriously as regular

members; and receive its ba~tism as the initial step. All

must have the same creed which should be wellde

fined and should not be confused with the beliefs and

practices of the neighbouring religions. The Guru or
dered that;-

"The Khalsa should be distinct from the Hindu and
the Muslim."*

"He who keeps alight the unquenchable torch of

truth. and never swerves from the thought of one
God.

He who has full love and confidence in God; and

does not put his faith, even by mistake, in fasting

or the graves of Muslim saints. Hindu cremations

or Jogis' places of sepulchre;

He who only recognize the one God and no pilgri

ma{les, alms, non-destruction of life, penonces or

austerities;
And in whose heart light of the perfect One shines,

he is to be re cognized as a pure member of the

Khalsa"""
Such a Khalsa was to embody in himself the high-

est ideal of manhood as described by Guru Gobind Singh

in his unpublished book, called Sarb Loh, Although the

*Rehatnama of Chaupa Singh.

"'*Swayyas of Guru Gobind Singh.
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Khalsa was designed by the Guru himself, yet the Guru

was as charmed by the look of his own creation that

he saluted it. in the book as his own ideal and master.

The Khalsa was thought fit enough to administer

baptism of the new order to the Guru. and was conse

crated as Guru Incarnate. As a sign that the Guru had
placed himself eternally in his Sikhs, It was declared
by him that :-

..If anybody wished to see me. let him go to an

assembly of Sikhs and approach them with faith and re

verence; he will surely see me amongst them.*

In the ranks of the Khalsa. all were equal. the
lowest with the highest. In race as in creed. In political

rights as in religious hopes. Women were to be baptized

in the same way as men and were to enjoy the same

rights, The "Sarbat Khalsa", or the whole people. met
once at tne Akal Takhat Amritsar, the highest seat of
Panthic authority on the occassion of Dewali or

Baisakhi, and felt that they were one. AI! question,

effecting the welfare of the community, were reffered

to the Sangats, which would decide them in the form of

resolutions called Gurmatas. A Gurmata duly pas5ed was
supposed to have received the sanction of the Guru

and any attempt made afterwards to contravene It was

taken as a sacrilegious act.

FORMS AND CEREMONIES
The institution of the Khalsa entails a certain addi

tional disciplinary outfit in the shape of baptismal

forms and vows which are often misunderstood. It is

true that it religion were only a matter of individual

concern there would be no need forms and ceremonies.
But religion as taught by the Gurus. is a force that not

only ennobles individuals but also binds them together

to work for nobility in the world Organization is a

means of enlarging the possibility. scope and effective-

*Prem Sumarg
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ness of this work. In order that an organization Itself

may work effectively, It is necessary that the Individu

als concerned in it should be able to keep up their

attachment to the cause and a sufficie'lt a :nount of en

thusiasm for it, It is, however, a patent that fact men by

their nature are so constituted that they cannot keep

their feelings equally high strung for a 10l1g tima at a

stretch, Reaction is inevitable unless some means are

devised to ensure the continuity of exertion This is

where discipline comes in, whic:' keeps up the spirit of

individual against ralexa-tion in times of trail and

maintains their loyalty to the cause even in moments

of ebb. This discipline, or what is called esprit de corps
is secured by such devices as flags and drills and uni

forms in armies and certain form and ceremonies in

religion, Uniformity is an assential part of them. The

create the necessary enthusiasm by appealing to

imagination and sentiment, and work tor it in mo.nents

of depression. They are a real aid to religion which is

essentially a thing of sentiment. Man would not need

them If he were only a bundle of intellectual and moral

senses; but as he has also got sentiment and immagi

nation, without which the former qualities would be

inoperative, hi! cannot do without artic .... lating his ideas

& beliefs in soma forms appropriate to sentiment. These

forme must not be dead but a lil/ing index of his ideal,

waking up in his vivid intimation of the psrsonality

that gover s his religion. They should be related to

his inner belief as words are to their meaning, tears to

grief, smiles to hap,~iness and a tune to a song. It is

true that sometimes words beCOme meaningless. when

we no longer heed their sense, or the language to

which they belong becomes dead. It is true that some

times tears and smiles are only cloaks for hypocrisy;

and a tune mere meaningless jingle. But there is no
denying the fact that when their inner meaning is real
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